Off-Campus Access

Directions for Off Campus Users

- All off Campus users will be prompted for your Student ID number.
- At the login screen follow the directions below:
  
  SWTJC students add two zeros at the beginning of your ID number.

  SR-RGC students replace the "A" with one zero.

  Click on Login tab.

  See Sample Below:

The highlighted area indicates a sample Student ID

Problems? Contact the Information Desk at 830-591-7367

Academic Search Complete (EBSCO)
Multidisciplinary electronic resource provided by EBSCO. Contains articles from magazines, academic journals, and newspapers. It also contains an image collection (top right, on green bar).

Agricola (EBSCO)
Article citations on all aspects of U.S. agriculture and life sciences.

Alt HealthWatch (EBSCO)
Articles that focus on complementary, holistic, and integrated approaches to health care and wellness.

American Indian Histories and Cultures (TexShare)

American West (TexShare)

AtoZ World Business
A comprehensive country-by-country resource for international business. The database consists of 100 Country Business Guides of 108 topics each and 76 World Trade Resources. It offers entrepreneurs, business professionals, and researchers access to vetted international business and trade intelligence, compiled into a single, reliable source.

Bibliography of Native North Americans - BNNA (EBSCO)
Articles on all aspects of native North American culture, history, and daily life.

Book Review Digest Plus (H.W. Wilson)
Brings together book reviews on a wide range of topics, from a variety of academic sources.

Business Abstracts with Full Text (H.W. Wilson)
Contains full-text articles from hundreds of key publications, and provides access to product evaluations, interviews, biographical sketches, corporate profiles, reports from associations and more.

Business Source Complete (EBSCO)
Fulltext access to peer-reviewed articles from business related journals on topics in economics, marketing, management, advertising, and accounting.

CINAHL Complete (EBSCO)
The world's most comprehensive source of full-text for nursing & allied health journals, providing full text for more than 1,300 journals.

Computer Source (EBSCO)
Articles from journals and magazines about computers, electronics, and the Internet.

Contemporary Authors, Contemporary Literary Criticism Select, Dictionary of Literary